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This whole problem for which we have met here these three days, the use of
so-called community development as a tool for progress, is of course one which
is of very much interest to all of us.

I would like to talk very briefly about some of the things which have led up
to community develOpment in the Southeast and to make a point or two about how we
here in North Carolina believe that this is one of the great tools for furthering
the progress of our State.

Of course, most of us who have become interested in community develOpment in
a formal way have been connected in some way or other with agriculture. However,
community development is not necessarily a tool of agricultural development but
it truly means the development of all resources in the community or in the area
and consequently we hepe that our non-agricultural friends all the way through our
program will realize that we are thinking in terms of the welfare of people-~
agriculture being just one segment.

The history of man is the story of a hungry animal in search of food. I want
to make this as a remark for you to base your thinking on for the next few minutes.
The providing of food for yourself and your dependents has always been the chief
concern of adults. Man in the primitive state had only one thing in mind and that

7 was to provide enough food for himself and his children. This has been true, and
probably will be true, on down through the ages. Consequently, man’s first activ-
ity in the way of earning a living, you might say, was to provide himself with
food and for about 900,000 years man just roamed the earth like the other animals
finding and gathering his food as provided by nature.

About 7,000 years ago, which is a relatively short time in history, man became
interested in producing his own food-~not in catching it or gathering it, and then
began to settle and thus civilization began. For the first time man was able to
obtain more food than he really needed and consequently there were not as many
people needed to secure the food; therefore, we had surplus labor. This surplus
slabor could do something else other than the production of food, and so speciali-
zation began. Prdbably these first people relieved of food production went into
the making of weapons, pottery, cloth, and the basic needs of the time; and as
they stayed in those specialized jobs they became more skillful and turned out not
only more products but better products. And so this process of specialization,
improving the quality and reducing the cost of commodities, began about 7,000 years
ago.

This has continued to a point that here in.America we need only about 12% of
our pOpulation to feed us. Economists, sociologists and others tell us that this
will soon be 10%, maybe 8%, and possibly even as low as 5%, leaving 95% to do the
other fine things that we need to do to maintain our high standard of living in
this country.

In America we have reached a height never attained by any other nation in
this regard. We produce about 1/3 of the world's steel, 1/2 of the world's coal,
1/2 of the world's crude oil, h0% of the world's milk; we own about 90% of the
world's bathtubs, h8% of the world's radios, 58% of the world's railroads, 60% of
the world's telephones, 80% of the world's automobiles and trucks, 90% of the
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world's television sets, and we manufacture about 50% of all the manufactured
goods in the world. This is done by 7% of the world's people living on 6% of
the land's area. This makes many nations of the world almost entirely dependent
on us when it comes to the types of production that they are not set up to do at
the present time. This means that through the release of agricultural labor, we
have been able to go into these enterprises and hundreds of others like them to
the end that the per capita wealth is staggering in this country as compared to
the average country of the world. But those countries are learning now of our
wealth and wondering how people who live in the United States can have this sort
of thing.

This progress is so astounding and yet it is so common that we sort of accept
it and the children who are born into this age see nothing remarkable about this
at all. HOW did America with 6% of the world's land area and 7% of the world's
population achieve this high rank among nations? We are one of the youngest of
the nations—~less than 200 years of age--compared to many nations with thousands
of years of national history. new could we alone develOp our resources to such
an extent? Other countries have resources comparable to ours, but they are simply
unable to develOp a system that will provide food for themselves. Why has China
in h,OOO years of known history not been able to develop an economy which would
support even 1/10 the standard of living as enjoyed by the average person in the
United States?

It is simply because they didn't strike at the root and the heart of the way
of making this progress. In America we have four great steps by which we progress.
First, we learn the truth through research; second, through an educational system
that begins with our public schools and goes on through our universities. 0f
course, during the last 100 years through our land-grant college system and our
Extension Service and our other agencies for education, we have learned to spread
the facts of research in a manner that the average person can take hold of them
and use them and produce the goods and services that we need. We have done this
to an extent that for the first time anywhere a group of peOple known as a nation
has reached a point where more of its employed people are engaged in the service
industries than are engaged in the production of goods. No other nation has had
this ever happen before;~-Eere in America we have more people, beginning with 1958,
engaged in the services~-dry cleaning and things of that sort-~than are engaged in
the production of commodities. I believe this is one of the great economic mile-
stones of all times when a nation has progressed so far with its standard of liv-
ing, with its productivity that more than half of its people are engaged in ser-

‘ vices to other peeple as compared to the production of goods for consumption.

While we have been making these wonderful strides, something has been happen-
ing to the group left on the farm. One hundred years ago there was 72% of our
population on the farm; today, there is less than 12%. Unless we can get a better
understanding than we have at present, unless we can improve our public relations"
in agriculture, the gap will increase between those who are the customers of agri-
culture and those who are the producers of the products to be sold. Personally,
I do not want to see anything but a competitive attitude and a competitive practice
in America; this has been at the bottom of the progress that we have made. It has
built up an increasing efficiency. We should not destroy this system, but at the
same time the consumer and the producer are on opposite sides of the fence and this
is good because it brings about this competition. However, we need a better educa-
tional program on the part of our agricultural leaders to show our consumers-~the
88%--that the farmers need their understanding. This program of educating the con-
sumer group ought to be the No. l challenge to the American agricultural leaders.
It can be done only through organizations of one type or another-~farm organiza-
tions, community, area, state organizations, etc.
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to make this as a remark for you to base your thinking on for the next few minutes.
The providing of food for yourself and your dependents has always been the chief
concern of adults. Man in the primitive state had only one thing in mind and that
was to provide enough food for himself and his children. This has been true, and
probably will be true, on down through the ages. Consequently, man's first activ-
ity in the way of earning a living, you might say, was to provide himself with
food and for about 900,000 years man just roamed the earth like the other animals
finding and gathering his food as provided by nature.
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labor could do something else other than the production of food, and so speciali-
zation began. Probably these first peeple relieved of food production went into
the making of weapons, pottery, cloth, and the basic needs of the time; and as
they stayed in those specialized jobs they became more skillful and turned out not
only more products but better products. And so this process of specialization,
improving the quality and reducing the cost of commodities, began about 7,000 years
ago.
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world's television sets, and we manufacture about 50% of all the manufactured
goods in the world. This is done by 7% of the world's people living on 6% of
the land's area. This makes many nations of the world almost entirely dependent
on us when it comes to the types of production that they are not set up to do at
the present time. This means that through the release of agricultural labor, we
have been able to go into these enterprises and hundreds of others like them to
the end that the per capita wealth is staggering in this country as compared to
the average country of the world. But those countries are learning now of our
wealth and wondering how peeple who live in the United States can have this sort
of thing.

This progress is so astounding and yet it is so common that we sort of accept
it and the children who are born into this age see nothing remarkable about this
at all. How did America with 6% of the world's land area and 7% of the world's
population achieve this high rank among-nations? We are one of the youngest of
the nations-~less than 200 years of age--compared to many nations with thousands
of years of national history. How could we alone develop our resources to such
an extent? Other countries have resources comparable to ours, but they are simply
unable to develop a system that will provide food for themselves. Why has China
in h,OOO years of known history not been able to develop an economy which would
support even 1/10 the standard of living as enjoyed by the average person in the
United States?

It is simply because they didn't strike at the root and the heart of the way
of making this progress. In America we have four great steps by which we progress.
First, we learn the truth through research; second, through an educational system
that begins with our public schools and goes on through our universities. Of
course, during the last 100 years through our land-grant college system and our
Extension Service and our other agencies for education, we have learned to spread
the facts of research in a manner that the average person can take hold of them
and use them and produce the goods and services that we need. We have done this
to an extent that for the first time anywhere a group of people known as a nation
has reached a point where more of its employed people are engaged in the service
industries than are engaged in the production of goods. No other nation has had
this ever happen beforezm Here in.America we have more people, beginning with 1958,
engaged in the services--dry cleaning and things of that sort-~than are engaged in
the production of commodities. I believe this is one of the great economic mile-
stones of all times when a nation has progressed so far with its standard of liv—
ing, with its productivity that more than half of its people are engaged in ser-
vices to other people as compared to the production of goods for consumption.

While we have been making these wonderful strides, something has been happen-
ing to the group left on the farm. One hundred years ago there was 72% of our
papulation on the farm; today, there is less than 12%. Unless we can get a better
understanding than we have at present, unless we can improve our public relations
in agriculture, the gap will increase between those who are the customers of agri-
culture and those who are the producers of the products to be sold. Personally,
I do not want to see anything but a competitive attitude and a competitive practice
in America; this has been at the bottom of the progress that we have made. It has
built up an increasing efficiency. We should not destroy this system, but at the
same time the consumer and the producer are on opposite sides of the fence and this
is good because it brings about this competition. However, we need a better educa-
tional program on the part of our agricultural leaders to show our consumers--the
88%--that the farmers need their understanding. This program of educating the con-
sumer group ought to be the No. I challenge to the American agricultural leaders.
It can be done only through organizations of one type or another--farm organiza-
tions, community, area, state organizations, etc.
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I have mentioned that about 7,000 years ago man settled down, built huts,

began to grow his food, began to domesticate his livestock, then the community
began to develop and throughout these thousands of years the community has been
a natural out-growth of man's tendency to work with his fellows.

Just in the last 25 years or so, we have begun to look upon this desire of
peOple to live together and to work together as a device for getting things done
and very roughly we talk about "community deveIOpment." I do not know of a defi-
nition of-----community development, but it seems to me that we know what we are talk-
ing about-~as a logical group of people learning to work together with the re-
sources that they have and the resources they can obtain in order to reach the
desires that they have for physical improvement, spiritual and mental deveIOpment
and Opportunities, etc.

In urban centers this sort of thing has been going on prObably with a less
definition than in the rural areas; and suddenly we find ourselves in all of the
states interested in community deveIOpment. We know without too much research
that this is a tool which is not equaled in many reapects for obtaining more
universal adoption of certain techniques than any other that we've ever develOped.
To us in.Agricu1tural Extension work, this is very desirable because we have
always known that there was a certain segment of the pOpulation that we never were
able to reach. We sense in this community develOpment program another tool to
reach more peOple.

In the struggle to accomplish something there comes about a certain amount of
unselfish service that would not be found otherwise; and so in community develoP-
ment this, if it is prOperly and skillfully handled, can be used as a most power-
ful tool to secure the cooperation and the efforts of even the last family in the
community. And we as educators and as leaders-~leaders on every level, in the
neighborhood, in the community, or in the county, area or state-—must learn more
about the real things that motivate peOple to work, that motivate people to desire »
progress, that motivate peOple to do the things that they, after they learn are
possible to do, really want to do. What a challenge this is to you and to me to
see that every person in the community has an Opportunity to develop his or her
leadership traits so that every person is a leader to some extent in different
fields in different ways. Whenever you influence a person to do anything, you are
leading that person and you are a leader; and everybody to some degree influences
somebody else.

You peOple here represent a dedicated group who have come many miles; many of
you are private citizens, not paid public employees, sacrificing your own time and
energy and m ey to come to learn more about a method of enabling people to better
their own lives. I know of no more unselfish thing than this. I know of nothing
that could be considered more valuable than this. I believe that we are unselfish
in trying to see that the lot of all the people down to the very last person in
our community is improved by our efforts. I am sure that each of you as you go
about these tasks, whether voluntarily taken up by you or whether assigned to you
by an organization, has within you this desire to help someone, and this is the
thing that motivates us. And in community develOpment, and here in North Carolina
what we call our area develoPment program, each of us has an Opportunity to express
ourselves to the fullest. There is none among us that is too humble and too igno-
rant but that he can make some contribution to this program.

Here in this great Southland which has a large prOportion of the disadvantaged
people of the country, the Opportunity is probably greater than anywhere else in
the world--or certainly anywhere else in America. We who are serving as leaders
will not meet the challenge unless we learn all we can about the various devices
and tools of this great new method that we are trying to put into effect. we are
hOping that through the Southeastern Community Development Association, the meet-
ings you have had in the past, the meetings you are having here this week, and the
meetings that will be held year after year will enable all of us to meet this
challenge and to do a better job.
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world's television sets, and we manufacture about 50% of all the manufactured
goods in the world. This is done by 7% of the world's people living on 6% of
the land's area. This makes many nations of the world almost entirely dependent
on us when it comes to the types of production that they are not set up to do at
the present time. This means that through the release of agricultural labor, we
have been able to go into these enterprises and hundreds of others like them to
the end that the per capita wealth is staggering in this country as compared to
the average country of the world. But those countries are learning now of our
wealth and wondering how people who live in the united States can have this sort
of thing.

This progress is so astounding and yet it is so common that we sort of accept
it and the children who are born into this age see nothing remarkable about this
at all. How did America with 6% of the world's land area and 7% of the world's
population achieve this high rank among nations? We are one of the youngest of
the nations--less than 200 years of age--compared to many nations with thousands
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an extent? ,Other countries have resources comparable to ours, but they are simply
unable to deve10p a system that will provide food for themselves. Why has China
in h,OOO years of known history not been able to develop an economy which would
support even 1/10 the standard of living as enjoyed by the average person in the
United States?

It is simply because they didn't strike at the root and the heart of the way
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industries than are engaged in the production of goods. No other nation has had
this ever happen beforezw Here in America we have more people, beginning with 1958,
engaged in the services-~dry cleaning and things of that sort-~than are engaged in
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While we have been making these wonderful strides, something has been happen-
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population on the farm; today, there is less than 12%. Unless we can get a better
understanding than we have at present, unless we can improve our public relations'
in agriculture, the gap will increase between those who are the customers of agri-
culture and those who are the producers of the products to be sold. Personally,
I do not want to see anything but a competitive attitude and a competitive practice
in America; this has been at the bottom of the progress that we have made. It has
built up an increasing efficiency. We should not destroy this system, but at the
same time the consumer and the producer are on opposite sides of the fence and this
is good because it brings about this competition. However, we need a better educa-
tional program on the part of our agricultural leaders to show our consumers—~the
88%--that the farmers need their understanding. This program of educating the con-
sumer group ought to be the No. I challenge to the American agricultural leaders.
It can be done only through organizations of one type or another--farm organiza-
tions, community, area, state organizations, etcn
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I have mentioned that about 7,000 years ago man settled down, built huts,

began to grow his food, began to domesticate his livestock, then the community
began to deveiop and throughout these thousands of years the community has been
a natural out-growth of man's tendency to work with his fellows.

Just in the last 25 years or so, we have begun to look upon this desire of
people to live together and to work together as a device for getting things done
and very roughly we talk about "community development." I do not know of a defi-
nition ofmcommunity development, but it seems to me that we know what we are talk-
ing about--as a logical group of peeple learning to work together with the re-
sources that they have and the resources they can obtain in order to reach the
desires that they have for physical improvement, spiritual and mental develOpment
and opportunities, etc.

In urban centers this sort of thing has been going on prObably with a less
definition than in the rural areas; and suddenly we find ourselves in all of the
states interested in community develoPment. we know without too much research
that this is a tool which is not equaled in many reapects for obtaining more
universal adoption of certain techniques than any other that we've ever developed.
To us in.Agricultural Extension work, this is very desirable because we have
always known that there was a certain segment of the papulation that we never were
able to reach. We sense in this community development program another tool to
reach more peeple.

In the struggle to accomplish something there comes about a certain amount of
unselfish service that would not be found otherwise; and so in community develop-
ment this, if it is properly and skillfully handled, can be used as a most power-
ful tool to secure the cooperation and the efforts of even the last family in the
community. And we as educators and as leaders--leaders on every level, in the
neighborhood, in the community, or in the county, area or state--must learn more
about the real things that motivate peeple to work, that motivate peeple to desire a
progress, that motivate people to do the things that they, after they learn are
possible to do, really want to do. What a challenge this is to you and to me to
see that every person in the community has an opportunity to develOp his or her
leadership traits so that every person is a leader to some extent in different
fields in different ways. Whenever you influence a person to do anything, you are
leading that person and you are a leader; and everybody to some degree influences
somebody else.

You peOple here represent a dedicated group who have come many miles; many of
you are private citizens, not paid public employees, sacrificing your own time and
energy and money to come to learn more about a method of enabling people to better
their own lives. I know of no more unselfish thing than this. I know of nothing
that could be considered more valuable than this. I believe that we are unselfish
in trying to see that the lot of all the people down to the very last person in
our community is improved by our efforts. I am sure that each of you as you go
about these tasks, whether voluntarily taken up by you or whether assigned to you
by an organization, has within you this desire to help someone, and this is the
thing that motivates us. And in community develOpment, and here in North Carolina
what we call our area development program, each of us has an Opportunity to express
ourselves to the fullest. There is none among us that is too humble and too igno-
rant but that he can make some contribution to this programm

Here in this great Southland which has a large proportion of the disadvantaged
people of the country, the opportunity is probably greater than anywhere else in
the world--or certainly anywhere else in America. We who are serving as leaders
will not meet the challenge unless we learn all we can about the various devices
and tools of this great new method that we are trying to put into effect. we are
heping that through the Southeastern Community Development Association, the meet-
ings you have had in the past, the meetings you are having here this week, and the
meetings that will be held year after year will enable all of us to meet this
challenge and to do a better Job.


